
Reflection from Lisselle 

If you were given a day to be bullet proof – a day where you were guaranteed nothing 
could touch you – a day of being covered in supernatural bubble wrap - What would you 
do? Where would you go, What would you say – to who? 

Unfortunately, no such a thing has been invented yet, and it’s likely to be in the near future 
either. However, what we read in the letter Paul writes in his letter  the to people of Philippi 
(from inside the prison where he’s been locked up for his faith), are not the words of one 
who’ve discovered a secret stash of this special wrap somewhere, but the words of one 
who has realised something else, of one who has found a freedom that permits him to say, 
do, act in absolute boldness without fear anyway  

Though death can be something we fear, as that which is the ultimate restriction; the 
power of becoming the final full-stop in our lives, what Paul has discovered (in what I can 
only imagine have been many hours of forced contemplation in prison, where all other 
possible distractions have been removed) is that death is but the sheep in wolf’s clothing.  

In his contemplating and weighing up whether life or death is better for him (Phil 1:22), 
we’re not to misunderstand Paul as saying his giving up on life – it’s too hard - as we read 
his letter more closely, we see Paul has genuinely come to realise whether he lives or dies 
– truly - either is gain. To live he can be fruitful in his work, to die is to find an unveiled 
vision of his Lord and Saviour and to run into the arms of love directly. 

Paul realises that truly nothing can separate him from the love of God – not even death – 
so why should he have any fear? As The Message Bible translates “Alive, I’m Christ’s 
messenger, dead, I’m his bounty. Life versus even more life! I can’t lose.” Now ultimately 
our time is a gift from God and Paul recognises that God has more plans for him here on 
earth so though genuinely staring directly into Jesus eyes seems preferable to Paul, 
recognising he’s in a community where there is still a mission to be done, recognising that 
God has (as is true of each of us) in order to be a blessing to those around us – he 
presses on – in spite of pain – with genuinely great joy. This prison letter of Paul’s is 
commonly known as the letter of great joy.  

Now I want to be totally honest with you, I am most sure, that my life does not yet 
demonstrate a faith so full of the Lord Jesus, as that. But I suppose the question is “but 
why not?” isn’t this freedom there for me to run in too? If I believed it to be true that faith in 
the crucified and risen Christ meant even death wouldn’t be my end, couldn’t I have that 
confidence to run the race with passionate, boldness too – where fear has no room for 
residence? 

Personal question: What do you wish you’d have the courage to do, how would you LOVE 
to have the boldness to live if you weren’t afraid – afraid of death - afraid of the end of your 
public reputation - afraid of losing the acceptance of colleagues – afraid of being sidelined 
or isolated by and from friends/ family/ wider society?  

And a deeper question, what is it stopping you? I mean really – are they really sensible 
things or are there things we’ve told ourselves are sensible things. What are the limitations 
we have accepted of ourselves because ‘were not that brave’ – ‘would never have the 
courage/skill/ ability to do? Maybe it’s something to reflect over and openly talk about an 
honest friend with. ‘If the son sets you free you will be free…’ (John 8:36) 


